------“We build True Hahnemannian Homoeopaths and Homoeopathy”--------

Predictive Homoeopathy
Homoeopathy has been practiced for many years without any standardization. Results are
inconsistent and sporadic. Homoeopathy was discovered by Dr. Hahnemann to be a better,
result-giving science. Dr. Hahnemann had himself promised this science to be of
mathematical certainty (see Organon of Medicine, footnote 106). The so-called incurables
like tumors, renal failures, auto-immune diseases, or even diabetes etc. are still not within the
scope of curability of most homoeopaths. Scope and limitations of Homoeopathy are almost
the same as that of Allopathic science. Most of the homoeopaths resort to the old school when
a serious ailment crops up in the family. Why is it so? What ails our beloved Homoeopathy?
Why are our results still uncertain and unpredictable? Why do ten different Homoeopaths
arrive at ten different remedies for the same patient? This shows lack of standardization in
principles, approaches, and applications, thereby resulting in chaos. Until recently what was
lacking was the understanding of Homoeopathic principles in proper perspective. This lack of
conviction in their own science shows that there is something lacking in this science or their
education.
It is the school of Predictive Homoeopathy, founded by Dr. Prafull Vijayakar, that first
showed the application of modern sciences like Genetics, Embryology, Immunology, etc. to
make practice of Homoeopathy easy, mathematical and results almost predictable. All those
who understood this concept started getting exceptional results in otherwise incurable
diseases. A group of such successful homoeopaths started this school to propagate this art of
science-based, result-oriented method of Dr.Vijayakar.
Knowledge of human-related sciences and their applications is by far the most important
criterion in Predictive Homoeopathy physicians giving predictable results in incurable
illnesses like brain tumors, cancers and severe pathologies etc. Perfection amplifies success.

Knowledge of sciences like embryology, genetics, immunology, etc. helps in perfect
utilization of Homoeopathic principles and thus helps to give predictable results.
Predictive Homoeopathy is based on Hahnemann’s Organon. There cannot be a single
principle from the Organon that is sacrificed. On the contrary, every word and sentence from
the Organon is explained and clearly understood if one takes the help of advances in sciences
of genetics, embryology, biochemistry, and pathology!
Hahnemann wanted this science to be different from other therapeutic sciences. He wanted it
to be more efficacious and mathematical in relapsing or chronic ailments. He wanted it to be
different in the sense that it should have a certain Law. The Law of direction of cure, also
named as Hering’s law, thus established, is the sole and the most important criterion for
practicing Homoeopathy. Law of direction of cure was the most neglected principle by
homoeopaths that had contributed to 200 years of downfall of homoeopathy. And today Dr
Vijayakar’s Predictive Homeopathy, having re-established the Law of cure with the help of
embryological understanding, has a created new wave of confidence in younger homoeopaths
who are more than willing to tackle impossible cases that they otherwise would never have
dared to treat. They too thrive on knowledge of predictions, which only underlines that
sound knowledge breeds confidence.
Yet at the very uttering of the words “Homoeopathy is mathematics” or “Homoeopathy is
predictive,” there are objections galore, even from the senior homoeopaths who feel very
insecure. They, like any shrewd politician, would prefer chaos and ignorance to prevail in the
youngsters so that they, with their limited knowledge, maintain their position as successful
homoeopaths. They hate transparency and they hate anybody who educates the youngsters to
make this a transparent science of certainty where their shortcomings can stand exposed.
What is wrong in uplifting the knowledge of the younger homoeopaths and the standards of
Homoeopathy? Why should anybody be against calling Homoeopathy a perfect and
predictable science? Man has advanced and so have sciences. Machines and gadgets of daily
use have come a long way towards perfection. Concepts have evolved. Swords and guns have
metamorphosed into rockets and missiles -- all this courtesy to developments & research in
science and scientific fields.

The basic idea is to progress. Progress means advance towards perfection. Perfection
amplifies success. Science helps in perfection of principles. Knowledge of human-related
science and its applications is by far the most important criterion for progress and success!
Renaissance has started. Younger generations want their science to be something they can be
proud about, easy to use with scientific and predictable results. They are not ready to suffer
the ignominy of belonging to a secondary or mystic science. The seniors who want to
obstruct this juggernaut are

bound to be trampled or sidelined. Homoeopathic renaissance

has begun. There can be no stopping it. Join it or disappear into oblivion!
Rome was not built in a day. So as Homoeopathy cannot be learned in a day, or in a week.
But we, at Predictive Homoeopathy have tried our best to disburse and spread this colossal
experience of Dr Prafull Vijayakar and his phenomenal knowledge by specially designing this
Certification Course in Predictive Homoeopathy.
WHY THIS TRAINING PROGRAMME?

The greatest confusion for a practicing homoeopath is :
a. Which symptoms to give importance to for prescribing?
b. Whether the patient is moving towards cure or suppression?
c. Why do our well selected remedies fail to give desired results?
d. Whether our drug pictures which we use from Materia Medica are right or wrong and
why?
e. How to overcome obstacles during follow-up? What can be obstacles to cure in
practice?
f. How to see maims and drug pictures in actual patients and in practice?
g. How to handle acute / terminal and grave cases?
More and more and a lot more questions, answered with scientific base, and explanations to
make you confident from day one, all set to give fantastic results immediately.

